The Campus Canopy
Tuesday, March 5, 1968

Never Become Disillusioned - Just Don't Trust Your Eyes

Your eyes, which psychologists say you depend on for 90 per cent of your knowledge of the world, are a part of practical jokers! You may be familiar with some of their tricks (called optical illusions)—the stick in water which appears bent, the tilted minaret which looks straight up and down, the spinning disc which appears to stand still. But you may not be aware that these optical illusions as well as others have been used by psychologists to probe the secrets of our minds.

One of the curiosities about optical illusions is that Zeha, the theory goes, grows up in a world of hats where the right angles and straight lines of Western perspectives simply don't exist. And perspectives which makes closer objects appear larger than distant ones—apparently is the basis for some illusions. A Zulu looking at the minarets on the Taj Mahal, for instance, would be aware of the tilt, yet of the straight up and down illusion others to see. To get this effect yourself, by journeying to India, take a bottle of Taj, perfume, which has an effect you may not be aware of, without knowing the tilt, nor of the illusion. A Zulu looking at the minarets on the Taj Mahal, for instance, may hold his mind toward the mysterious Orient.

Another illusion is the "impossible object"—the half-completed house or building in which parts fit together in an impossible way. More in the realm of the psychological is the illusion you see through a recognition of subject matter—such as the vase which becomes two profiles facing each other.

Psychologist Adelbert Ames has produced a life-size optical illusion by constructing a room where all of the objects placed in it look the wrong size. But to see this may depend on our "knowing" that a man is bigger than a child regardless of how far away or how near to us the child is standing, and he has produced a life-size optical illusion, rather than visual illusion.

What do these illusions tell psychologists about our understanding of the world through vision?

W. F. Dixon, a psychologist at University College, London, theorizes that the eye really doesn't work like a camera at all, nor does it function as an accurate measuring stick.

The process by which the eye receives information is more like that of an artist at the police station who draws a face he has never seen from descriptions by witnesses. The likenesses within the whole concept of a human face.

Departments Announce Winter Speech Forum

Valdosta State College's Department of Speech and Drama will hold the Winter Quarter Speech Forum Wedin March 6, 1968 at 7:00 p.m. in the Phoenix Hall auditorium.

The purpose of the forum is to provide, within a carefully prescribed contest situation, opportunities for students to participate as listeners and speakers.

The Valdosta State College Speech Forum is held three times a year near the end of each quarter. The awards are made to recognize the most proficient speaker who, in the opinion of the judges, most nearly represents the high standards of speech research, organization, preparation, and delivery. The finalists, having been selected from a preliminary round, present their speeches at the Speech Forum. An invitation is extended to any student enrolled at V.S.C. who wishes to participate in the Speech Forum. Additions to the students may be chosen by their instructors in the basic speech courses. Those interested are invited to attend.
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Duncan Rides Honda Even During Storms

Dr. Donald Lee Duncan, head of the mathematics department at V.S.C., leads an unusual extra curricular life. Owner of a couple of Honda Trail motorcycles, he uses them to go mountain climbing with other campuses. He has never seen from descriptions by witnesses. The likenesses within the whole concept of a human face.
Gary Colson Again Earns Coach Of Year Distinction

Gary M. Colson, Jr., head basketball coach at Valdosta State College, was named to the 10th Year Distinction Honor Roll of the National Association of Basketball Coaches. This honor is given annually to the world’s 10 most successful basketball coaches. This year, Gary M. Colson was named as the 11th head coach of the Valdosta State College basketball team.

The award recognizes outstanding basketball coaches from throughout the United States and from Florida. The 12th annual meeting of the National Association of Basketball Coaches was held in Kansas City, Missouri, in 1969.

Gary Colson declared that the basketball team’s success is due to the “team effort” of all the players and coaches. He added that the players have shown a “true love” for the game and that the coaches have shown a “true love” for the players. The award is a “lifelong honor” that the team will cherish for the rest of their lives.

Gary Colson stated that the award is a “true honor” for the team and that it will continue to strive for excellence in the future. He added that the award is a “true honor” for the players and coaches and that it will continue to strive for excellence in the future.

Rebels Off The Court
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Pannkoke Donates Thousands Of Books To Powell Library

The personal library of O.L. Pannkoke, D.D., has been given to Valdosta State College according to an announcement made by Dr. Walter Martin, VSC president.

The gift, containing approximately 2,000 volumes, is dedicated to VSC by the Quimtom, Ga., resident, a nationally known Lutheran educational leader, chairman of Lutheran unity, higher education, stewardship, public relations and theology.

"Dr. Pannkoke's library contains more than 2,000 volumes and periodicals in many fields," President Martin said. "The administration, faculty, and students of Valdosta State College were very grateful to this very fine friend of the institution for his help in building the Richard Holmes Powell Library, the very heart of our academic program," he said.

Dr. Pannkoke's gift comes as a result of efforts of the Lutheran Student Federation and Student Association through their Operation Book Drive movement, which started last fall and brought in more than 2,000 volumes to the library.

Dr. Pannkoke read an article in the Atlanta Constitution and offered his library to assist the efforts of friends of the institution to continue the development of the Library," the President said.

Operation Book Drive continues through the end of the academic year.

Friends of education are urged to donate volumes or cash to the VSC Foundation.

Pannkoke, a native of Atlanta, is president of the Lutheran Student Federation, Valdosta State College, and moved the library. Each book will be properly cataloged, and appropriate bookplates commemorating the gift will be placed in each volume. As soon as the process is complete, the books will go on the shelves for use by VSC students.

Dr. Pannkoke has been an outstanding Lutheran pioneer and statesman in college education, in the movement toward Lutheran unity, in public relations and in systematic stewardship of the Lutheran Church.

From 1917 until his retirement in 1960, he challenged and inspired Lutherans to do their part in the realities of the twentieth century. Among movements toward which he has given vigorous leadership were Lutheran observance of the 400th Anniversary of the Reformation in 1917, the Lutheran Brotherhood, the National Lutheran Commission for Soldiers and Sailors Welfare, the National Lutheran Education Council, the Lutheran World Federation, and the Lutheran Hospitals and Homes Society.

Throughout his life, he has been especially devoted to the principles of Lutheran cooperation and unity. Opposing the pre-occupation with formalized doctrines which characterized many of the immigrant Lutheran groups into which Lutherans have evolved the advantages of practical cooperation to meet the challenges of the changing world.

Between 1920 and 1945, while he played an important part in the development of the following Lutheran colleges: Lincolnn College, Lutheran College, Roanoke College, Wartburg College, Upsala College, Wittenberg University, Augusta College (Rock Island, Illinois), Augusta College (Brooklyn, N.Y.), Capital University, Bethany College, St. Olaf College, Concordia College ( Moorhead, Minnesota), Lutheran College, Pacific Lutheran College, Dauphin College, and Valparaiso University.

Most of the Lutheran synods of America have called upon him at one time or another to direct educational financial programs.

In the field of theology, Dr. Pannkoke published several significant studies, including A Doctrine Lutheran Faith and A Living Lutheran Theology.

For several years he edited the magazine Health for the Lutheran World, which received plaudits for its application of modern scientific medical programs to rural society and its problems.

His most recent publication was A Great Church Finds itself Between Two Wars, a personal study of the ways in which the Lutherans of America reacted and responded to the challenges of changing twentieth century society.

His last official position was director of research programs and public relations of the Lutheran Hospitals and Homes Society. Since his retirement in 1960, he has lived in Quimtom.

**Editors Note:**

A book exchange will be held Monday, March 4 through Friday, March 8 from 10:00 to 5:00 in the SG office (upstairs College Union).

Campus Police Initiates Drive For Clean Up

Since February 1, when the Security Patrol was charged with the upkeep and appearance of Valdosta State College, they have handled the thirty-three maids and janitors who compose the sanitation department.

"These responsibilities were increased from 24 hours a day, Colonel Hunnicutt, head of the Security Patrol, announced. They are being tackled with the same efficiency, Colonel Hunnicutt said, that led to our campus during the appearance of George Wallace and Robert Kennedy.

Colonel Hunnicutt wrote follow-up letters to each student who received tickets for the Presidential election.

**Editors Note:**

The first final exam schedule is listed below.

March 11
8:00 - 10:00 second period
10:30 - 12:15 chemistry 102
French 102
Spanish 102 & 204
1:30 - 3:30 fourth period
4:00 - 6:00 biology 125 & 126
7:00 - 9:00 Math 105, 112, 152, 156

March 12
8:00 - 10:00 first period
10:30 - 12:15 English 105 De
dpartmental Exam
1:30 - 3:30 seventh period
4:00 - 6:00 English 106 De
dpartmental Exam
7:00 - 9:00 Economics 102 & 201

March 13
8:00 - 10:00 third period
10:30 - 12:15 Political Science 112
2:00 - 3:30 eighth period
4:00 - 6:00 English 106 De
dpartmental Exam
7:00 - 9:00 Economics 102 & 201

March 14
8:00 - 10:00 sixth period
10:30 - 12:15 eighth period
1:30 - 3:30 make up exams

Save TONY

Miller Buick Co.
USED CAR MART

Can a Rebel math major make you feel comfortable while you are driving a used car? Can they "fix" your rusted bumper up so you can feel good about your car.

---
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Closses Begin

March periods begin at 8:15 p.m. and end at 8:00 p.m. Second two periods each evening.

Complete details concerning continuing Education begin Tuesday, March 26.

Admission requirements may meet on Tuesday and Thursday.

Mr. Harrison pointed out that all persons interested in enrolling in continuing education at VSC will be held April 5 and 6. The theme for the occasion will be "On Wild, Wild, West Theme.

Homecoming Events Center

Miss Lee Captures Miss VSC Crown

By Vicki Brown

The annual Miss VSC Beauty Pageant sponsored by the Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity got underway last Thursday night, February 29, 1968, with Gordon Lee being Master of Ceremonies. The theme of the beauty pageant this year was "Olympia" and the girls certainly looked as pretty as goddesses on Mr. Olympia.

The girls in the contest were Susanah Ashley, a freshman majoring in art from Miami; Florida; Tony Belcher, a sophomore majoring in Psychology from Covington, Georgia; Carla Culbreath, a freshman majoring in elementary education from Waycross, Georgia; Betty Evans, a freshman majoring in medical technology from Waynesboro, Georgia; Linda Garrett, a freshman majoring in history from Pelham, Georgia; Nancy Lee, a freshman majoring in English from Fitzgerald, Georgia and Sis Watson, freshman majoring in Secretarial Science from Valdosta.

Entertainment during the Pageant included Larry Adams singing some popular songs, "The Sunny Side Singers" with Ruth Brazelton and Diane Stewart singing and John Hogan playing the VSC marimba.

The excitement was rising toward the final decision of the judges. The top five who were chosen included Carla Culbreath, Linda Garrett, Nancy Lee, Linda Reddick and Sis Watson. These five girls were tops according to the judges. Not only are they contestants rated on their talent, poise, and beauty but also on their intelligence. Then came the question and answer period which is always of interest to the audience and influences the final decision of the judges in choosing the top three girls.

The final decision of the judges has been made and the audience became tense with excitement and wonderment as to which names would be announced the 2nd runner up who was chosen was Linda Garrett.

Gordon Morrow announced the 2nd runner up who was Linda Reddick from Valdosta, Georgia. Her talent was an acrobatic ballet which she choreographed herself to the song "More." Linda has taken dancing and acrobatics for over 10 years and now has dancing and acrobatic students of her own. She is in Alpha Delta Pi Sorority and was sponsored in the contest by Kentucky Fried Chicken.

The question asked to her before the final decision of the judges was "Do you feel today's youth has lost their sense of pride in their country?" Linda Garrett's answer was "Yes. I don't feel today's youth has lost their sense of pride in their country."

And for the crown of Miss VSC, Linda held the top title being chosen as "The One Can't Say No" from the broadway musical Oklahoma. Linda holds the title of talent winner in the Miss Georgia competition. Linda was sponsored in the contest by Zant's Flower Shop of Valdosta. In her question she was asked "Do you feel today's youth has lost their sense of pride in their country?" Linda's answer was "Yes. I don't feel today's youth has lost their sense of pride in their country."

The first runner up was Linda Garrett from Valdosta, Georgia. Her talent was singing "I Can't Say No."" from the broadway musical Oklahoma. Linda has taken dancing and acrobatics for over 10 years and now has dancing and acrobatic students of her own. She is in Alpha Delta Pi Sorority and was sponsored in the contest by Kentucky Fried Chicken.

And then for the crowning of Miss Valdosta State College, Miss Angie Thompson, the 1967 Miss VSC, was crowned as the 1968 Queen, made her entrance on stage with the crown for the first time in years. Miss Angie Thompson, the 1967 Miss VSC, was crowned Miss Valdosta State College, Miss Angie Thompson, the 1967 Miss VSC, was crowned as the 1968 Queen, made her entrance on stage with the crown for the first time in years.

Classes Begin

March 26 In Continuing Ed.

Registration for the spring quarter continuing education classes at Valdosta State College is scheduled Monday, March 18, at 5:15 p.m., in Nevins Hall, according to Walter House, VSC Director of Continuing Education.

Classes are scheduled to begin Tuesday, March 26.

"All persons interested in enrolling in continuing education classes for the spring quarter are urged to begin the admission process at once. Complete details concerning admission requirements may be found in the College catalog." Mr. Harrison said.

Mr. Harrison pointed out that anyone who has been admitted to VSC previously need only to notify the registrar that they wish to re-enter for the spring quarter.

All continuing education classes meet on Tuesday and Thursday evenings. There will be two periods each evening. First period will begin at 6:15 p.m. and end at 8:00 p.m. Second period will begin at 8:15 p.m. and end at 10:00 p.m.

Students Die In Crash

Two Valdosta State College students were killed February 24 in an automobile accident near Glennville.

Ritty Morris Simms and Larry B. Martin, both freshmen from Waycross, were travelling with another student, Robert Lee Booth from Andrew College, when the car in which they were riding collided with a tractor-trailer truck at the intersection of Georgia Highways 189 and 23.

Larry Martin was the son of Mr. and Mrs. Emory Martin. Ritty Simms was the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George L. Simms. They were both 1967 graduates of Waycross High School.

We're Number 1 District 25 Champs 1967-68

Larry Martin, Miss Sims

Students Attend Georgia College Press Confab

Eleven members of the CAMPUS CANOPY staff attended a newspaper conference in Athens sponsored by the Georgia College Press Association.

Highlighting the convention was a banquet Friday night, February 23, at which newspaper awards were given for the Better Newspaper Contest. The speaker for the occasion was Lou Casella, religion editor of the Athens Banner. The convention was held on the campus of the University of Georgia.

Featured Saturday, February 24, were student forums on the different aspects of printing a college paper.

Four members of the CAMPUS CANOPY staff attended the convention from the CANOPY staff were Wayne Stephens, David Stoule, Lizzy Cooper, Merri Collins, Joyce R. Seither, William A. Williams, Larry North, Bobbie J. Hardwick, Larry Bennett, and Bill Cribbs.

There were more than 124 students at the convention representing college newspapers from all over the state of Georgia.
Consultants Offer Recommendations
For Improvement of VSC Library

The following is the complete report submitted to VSC by the library consultants hired to analyze the library facilities here at the college. Administrative.

1. Book theft at the College Library is a problem, but it has not assumed serious proportions and so far only minor losses have been realized. The library will consider the employment of full-time door guards if the situation changes. Various controls designed to minimize book theft have been considered and, in fact, they have been considered for some time. Recently, there has been some faculty and student criticism of the Library for its failure to set up a system of due dates and overdue fines. This criticism may or may not be valid depending upon the point of view. In view of the relatively low book losses when the present system is in force, we take a complete inventory and recheck the inventory list of underwriting an exit control, especially when there are other security measures such as library access controls. The library consultant recommended a reevaluation of the Administration. Nevertheless, it is obvious from our comprehensive analyzing of the library facilities that the present system is inadequate and to extend library hours to include Sunday evening is recommended.

2. Staff Working space: The working space for the staff is far too crowded for good work. The staff is operating under maximum difficulty and discomfort.

Recommendations:
A. Remove the xerox machine from the catalog room and place it outside where both faculty members and readers can use it without crowding the working quarters. The xerox machine should be coin operated. Two possible locations are the space just inside the exhibit door or the exhibit room upstairs.

B. Provide additional space for the staff. This has been the first and second floors.

3. Increase in staff: Both full-time and part-time positions, from a comparison of salary and book expenditures, indicate that the current salary levels are indications of a serious problem of under-staffing. Recommendations:

A. Strengthen the staffing of the library at the earliest possible moment.

B. Begin preparation for more adequate library and circulation services in the next five years, providing the proper balance between professional and clerical assistants.

Building:

Recommendations:

A. From a quick survey, the library building at Valdosta was considered to be inadequate and unsuitable for modern library purposes. Therefore, the library consultant recommended bringing the building to a modern level by the addition of 2,000 volumes. Such a gift, no doubt, would seem to be an alternate solution.

B. Our consultants believe that changes will be costly. The actual cost of the building at Valdosta is no longer a factor. The present building is inadequate and to extend library hours to include Sunday evening is recommended.

Consultants would make equipment that would be employed as a consultant in the future. Mr. Russell Bailey of Orange, M. Russell Bailey, urges young men to say in the courts and the knowledge that even though we need a firm opponent of the Vietnam war, urges young men to claim all their rights under the draft law and to go into the courts and invoke the Non-embark principle if necessary. He has written this handbook and he says in his introduction, "So that those who wish to resist may be aided in having all their rights that might help them to refuse induction into the armed forces." To this end he has prepared a guide to the law, and an expansion of all the grounds for deferment that he feels that with the aid of this handbook the young resister can secure his rights without the assistance of local counsel. The Richard Homes Powell Library is strengthened tremendously by the addition of 2,000 volumes.

Abused Phones Leave Dorms Out Of Touch

Your dormitories have a real problem tonight. I walked across the campus, and on the way I noticed the door to my girl's dorm was open. I jumped the fence and entered the dorm. Due to the number of phones, there was plenty of celebration and excitement. The phones rang continuously throughout the night, and I thought it was rude and noisy. The phones were not being used properly, and it was hard to hear the conversations. In fact, I had to shout to be heard. The dorms were overcrowded, and the noise made it difficult to study. In conclusion, I think the phone system needs improvement to ensure a more pleasant and quiet environment in the dorms.
Hendrix Clarifies Rules Concerning Deferments

By Brig. Gen. Mike Y. Hendrix

I offer the following information in an effort to clarify the information regarding graduate student deferments and occupational deferments printed in the well-written column, "Hundreds Face Draft in State," by Marion Gaines in the February 20, 1968 edition of The Atlanta Constitution. The February 20, 1968 edition of The Atlanta Journal and Constitution also printed a similar incorrect statement.

The Selective Service Regulations provide for the deferral of any registrant who is satisfactorily pursuing a course of graduate study in medicine, dentistry, veterinary medicine, osteopathy or optometry, or in such other subjects as the maintenance director of Selective Service under the advice of the National Security Council.

Full-time course of instruction or subsequent year of post-baccalaureate study in a graduate school or a professional school on October 1, 1967, may have been deferred for one academic year only, or until he ceases to satisfactorily pursue a full-time course of instruction, whichever is earlier.

With respect to Occupational deferments, the National Security Council advised that the lists of essential activities and critical occupations are to be suspended and that the Secretaries of Defense, Labor, and Commerce should maintain a continuing surveillance over the nation's manpower needs and identify any particular occupation or skill that may warrant deferral on a uniform national basis. When a registrant is so identified, the Council will certify that occupation as one which warrants deferral for the future.

The suspension of such lists leaves each local Selective Service board to determine whether or not a registrant is worthy of deferment based on his need and advice the Director of the Selective Service System accordingly.

Governor Lester Maddox has been told to come to the christening of VSC's new transoceanic bridge between the shores of the new "Geachasome Culture Building" and the Wood's Parking Lot.

The award winning, distinguished members of the Canopy staff will be on hand to catch the remains of the moonshine jug with which the Governor will christen the archway edifice (we regret to see so much refreshment go to waste.)

The meritorious bridge is located in a very scenic location over the lackathetical sewage canal.

The Canopy regrets to announce that there will be no fishing, diving, swimming, or ice skating allowed near the bridge.

The more modern cement slab has replaced the outfitted, rustic wooden bridge which previously occupied the site.

The style of the expansion is in keeping with the Spanish type architecture which devours the campus.

At VSC, very lucky to get such an honored guest as Governor Maddox at such a wet function, when he advocates a dry state.

Will Offers $500 For Best Essay

According to provisions of a will left by the late Thomas A. P. Will, a prize of $500 will be offered this spring to the freshman at any of the units of the University System of Georgia who writes the best essay on the following subjects:

- We Georgians are often our own worst enemies when we intentionally use colloquialisms in preference to standard English.
- The maximum number of papers that can be submitted by Valdosta State College is fifteen. Papers will be judged by a committee of English teachers from the high schools of the Valdosta area.
- This essay contest was won by VSC freshman Leon Wilson of Waycross in 1961.

All students interested in participating in the essay contest should come by the English Department for information concerning mechanics of the paper.

Papers should be brought to the English Department no later than April 10.
The annual search is now underway to select and to honor the "National College Queen." Young women attending this school are eligible as candidates. The winner will receive more than $5,000 in prizes, including a trip to Europe and an automobile.

The 1968 National College Queen Pageant will be held in June, and this year Pageant officials will again award 50 free trips to New York City. One college girl from every State, including Alaska and Hawaii, will be flown to Manhattan to compete for high honors. This pageant is the annual event which gives recognition to students for their scholastic ability. It is not a "beauty contest," but it is based on academic accomplishments, on leadership qualities -- as well as poise and personality. The judges are seeking a typical American girl.

For fourteen years the National College Queen Pageant has grown, until it has become a tradition at hundreds of colleges and universities. The National Finals will be held June 18. The Pageant will include a coast-to-coast TV Special. All 50 candidates will be presented on one hour, on the NBC Television Network, on Monday, June 17th. All undergraduate girls, from freshman through and including seniors, are eligible to participate. A candidate may choose to send in her own name. Oh, she can be recommended. Enrollment within the selected social fraternities or campus club groups may nominate the girl of their choice -- by mailing her name to New York.

For full details -- and a free Entry Blank -- just write to the National College Queen Contest, P.O. Box 935, New York City, N.Y., 10023.

Sorority Picks

David Ratcliffe

The new "King of Diamonds" in the Alpha Delta Phi sorority is David Ratcliffe from Tallahassee. The dark-haired, brown-eyed sophomore states that his favorite actress is Angie Dickinson. Secretary of Pi Kappa Phi, he is undecided about his career, but will probably major in science and "play soldier for awhile."

His position was announced at the Valentine Dance. Since then it has been "raised by his friends, but refused to comment on what they said.

Among the numerous sports and hobbies he enjoys, baseball and tennis are ranked the highest.
Colson Attends Coaches Clinic

Valdosta State College Head Basketball Coach Gary W. Colson will participate in the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics Basketball Coaches Clinic, March 11-14, at the Municipal Auditorium, Kansas City, Mo., according to an announcement.

Coach Colson will speak to the group Tuesday, March 12, at 4:15 p.m. His subject will be "The Valdosta Wheel." Others participating in the four-day clinic are Jack Ramsay, general manager of the Philadelphia 76ers; Ralph Nolan, head coach, St. Benedict’s College; Bill Frear, head coach, Ottawa University, Ottawa, Kansas; and Marlowe "Red" Severson, head coach, St. Cloud State College.

Coach Colson, 33, was named "Coach of the Year" in District 25 of the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics. This marks the second consecutive year and the third time Coach Colson has won the award.

A native of Logansport, Ind., Coach Colson is in his tenth season as head basketball coach at VSC. Colson’s team has won 164 games while losing only 62 in his nine years at Valdosta State. Presently, Colson’s Rebels rank number one in both the G.L.A.C. and in the 25th District of the N.A.I.A.

Rebels “Freeze” Way Into Win Over Tampa

The Valdosta State College Rebels defeated the University of Tampa Spartans in a thrilling 57-56 contest played here February 27.

Before five minutes of the game had passed, Bryan Phillips had scored six points. But Tampa came to life and seemed to be gaining momentum as they led 20-14 with nine minutes left to play in the first half. Not to be denied, the Rebels responded with a surge that brought them within one point of the Spartans with one minute to go. Robert McKenny popped one in with seconds to go to put the Rebels into the dressing room with a 31-29 lead. Bryan Phillips ended his first half scoring spree with 18 points. Other point men were McKenny (7), Trinnell (4), and Terry with 2.

The Rebels kept their lead through most of the second half until, with eight minutes to go, the Spartans moved ahead 46-45. The score changed hands once more and with less than five minutes to play, the two teams were tied 55 all.
Never Become Disillusioned - Just Don't Trust Your Eyes

Your eyes, which psychologists say you depend on for 90 per cent of your knowledge of the world, are a pair of practical jokers!

You may be familiar with some of their tricks (called optical illusions)--the stick in water which appears bent, the tilted minaret which looks straight up and down, the spinning disc which looks as if it is standing still. But you may not be aware of the tilt, not of the hallucination others see. To get this illusion others see. To get this illusion you must always be prepared, she exclaimed, and experimenting with it on a table top above your line of vision.

Dr. L. Gregory, a psychologist at Cambridge University, in England, has classified several different types of optical illusions. Some are not based on a distortion of vision at all. The stick apparently bent in water appears so because retraction bends light rays--which the eye properly observes.

Much harder to explain are drawings and figures which seem to affect vision so that they appear curved when they are straight, or longer than they actually are. An example of this kind of illusion is an arrow which appears longer than a second arrow, because it's attached to outgoing lines. The "empathy theory" says that these shifts may really occur in the mind which feels pushed or pulled by the direction of the arrows.

Another type of illusion--both physical and psychological--that may be a source of empathy is being created by many women who wear Taji, a perfume by Shulton. When you wear Taji, a blend of fragrant oils from India and the Middle East, the scent may "pull" your mind toward the mysterious Orient.

Another illusion is the "impossible object"--the half-completed house or building in which parts fit together in an impossible way. More in the realm of the psychological is the illusion you see through a recognition of subject matter--such as the vase which becomes two profiles facing each other.

Psychologist Adelbert Ames has produced a life-size optical illusion by constructing a room where all the objects placed in it look the wrong size. But to see this may depend on our "knowing" that a man is bigger than a child regardless of how far away or how near to us the child is standing; hence this is a psychological, rather than visual illusion.

What do these illusions tell psychologists, who are interested in understanding the world of the mind through vision?

W. F. Dixson, a psychologist at University College, London, theorizes that the eye really doesn't work like a camera at all, nor does it function as an accurate measuring stick. The process by which the eye receives information is more like that of an artist at the piano, who by drawing a face he has never seen from descriptions by witnesses. The likeness within the whole concept of a human face.

Duncan Rides Honda
Even During Storms

Dr. Donald Lee Duncan, head of the mathematics department as VSC, leads an unusual extra-curricular life. Owner of a couple of Honda Trail 90 motorcycles, he uses them to go mountain climbing with other couples. Bad weather does not daunt out plans, he said, "we climbed Blood Mountain in the Appalachians during a rain storm, which resulted in the worse flood North Georgia has ever seen. We rode on our Hondas while the State Patrol closed the roads."

Dr. Duncan lives at Flat River, Missouri, Dr. Duncan has developed writing talent. "I have had engineering papers published internationally in the Atomic Energy Commission network," he added. He also has published outside literary work under various pen names.

Another of his hobbies is photography; he maintains a dark room and equipment. Electronic devices have been built by him and he has constructed high-fidelity sound equipment.

Mr. Duncan received his Ph. D. in Mathematics at the University of Florida in 1962, with specialization in analysis and applications.

He enjoys such sports as tennis and swimming, and "he does some flying." He likes to draw, paint, and make signs.

THE CAMPUS CANOPY

Campus Scenes

The Dropping-Out Bridge The story of a student in the Student Union is 1/2 hours per day has been the tale of a couple of co-eds to

JACKIE'S COLLEGE CUPBOARD

100 Jackson Street Valdosta, Georgia

CLOTHES GAZING 1968 . . . .

Some people have an instinct for picking the best in everything. You know the type, perhaps someone like you. These people choose clothes from....